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Cute anime girl with long hair

Asia Images/Getty Images Teacup pigs became the new it pets of 2009, but they are not the only mini animals worth noting. Thanks to mother nature and science work, we were introduced to many lovable and cute versions of big animals. Some, like pygmy hedgehogs, are perfectly suited to family pets, while others are admired from
afar. Either way, these little species are too cute to pass. The first records of miniature horses miniature horses go back to the 17th century, when Louis XIV kept a rare animal zoo at the Palace of Versailles. But it wasn't until 1978 that the American Miniature Horse Association (AMHA) officially established miniature horses as a separate
breed. According to AMHA, miniature horses must be shorter than the 34-inch height measured from the last hair of the well. Despite their small size, these horses are tough: on average, they live a third longer than horses of average size. Pictured: Thinkstock miniature frogs were found near Gununserapi, a mountain in Kuba National
Park, Malaysia- Microhira Nepenticola, the smallest frog in the Old World (Europe, Asia and Africa), small enough to fit at the tip of a pencil. Adult males grow up to 1/2 inch on average. For decades, frogs were featured in the museum's collection as descendants of other species. It wasn't until 2010 that it was discovered and relabeled as
its own separate microso species. Photograph: Joel Sartolet/Getty Images Pygmy mouse lemur This large-eye, night-time tree dweller is less than two inches from the top of his head to the base of his tail (in fact the tail can be twice as long as his body), the world's smallest primate. Mouse lemurs weigh 1-4 ounces and are well equipped
for lengthy survival: it can store up to 35% of its body weight with fat on its tail and back legs, and uses it to live when food is scarce. Photo: Courtesy of WikiMedia.org Beehivery, this beautifully colored bird is more than small - weighing just 1.8 grams and measuring only 2 inches long - and lives only on the elusive, Cuban and nearby
pine islands. But don't be fooled by its size: this bird is a great power. It has a wing rhythm of up to 80 beats per second, and its heartbeat is the second fastest of all animals. To maintain their speed, hummingbirds eat up to half their body weight a day and drink about eight times their body mass with water. Photo: Thinkstock Pygmy
Hedgehog A popular pet due to its sweet and curious nature, african pygmy is a cross of a white belly or four pinch hedgehogs and an Algerian hedgehog. As a result, it is a domestic-friendly creature that usually weighs 1/2 to 11/4 pounds and is 5-8 inches long. Like its wild siblings, it has long pointed snas, big eyes and ears, four digits
and a short tail on each foot - plus there are a lot of white-tipped kills to note!Photo: Shutterstock Pygmy Seahorse given their petite size, evenSeahorses are adorable in their essence. But this mini fish, which usually doesn't get more than an inch long, takes it to the next level. There are nine species of pygmy seahorses, generally with
white, yellow or golden white spots. All species tend to have very round bodies and small, well-defined snares. Like other seahorses, males carry eggs, but instead of incubating with a tail pouch, male pygmy seahorses do it in a special cavity in the trunk. Photograph: Walcott Henry/Getty Images Not to be confused with miniature mule
miniature horses, miniature mules are descendants of miniature horses and miniature donkeys. They are sterile, like full-size mules, but only stand at a height of 48 inches. They make horrible pets, but are also bred to display and pull goods/equipment. Photo: Thinkstock Dwarf Caiman The dwarf caiman, the world's smallest crocodile
species, is still relatively large: females reach 3 feet, males reach up to 3 feet. Located in freshwater rivers and swamps in northeastern South America, the species has heavy bone-like scales covering its back and sides, has an upward sna and has been sentenced to overbytes. Despite the rows of sharp teeth, there is something about
their short, smooth, concave heads and small limbs that make them one of the most adorable reptiles around. Photo: Shutterstock Teacup Pig These adorable micro pigs have become popular pets in the UK and to some extent in the US due to their manageable size and sweet personality. A mix of several different breeds, such as
potberry pigs, Tamworth, Kunekne and Gloucester Old Spot, piglets only weigh about 9 ounces at birth - the size of a teacup, hence the name. It reaches full size at the age of two, topping it at 12 to 16 inches and weighing about 65 pounds (about a spaniel). Photo: Thinkstock Pygmy Marmoset This adorable monkey is the smallest in the
world, weighs less than a soda can, weighs just under 6 inches on average (not including its tail) and tends to be twice as long as its body. Pygmy marmosets live mainly in the rainforests of South America and southern and eastern Africa. Given its quick speed and preference for living just below the canopy layer of a giant tree,
marmosets have proven difficult to study in the wild. Photo: Asia Images/Getty Images Sandcat Native to some deserts of North Africa, Arabia, Central Asia and Pakistan, these cute and cute looking cats unfortunately prefer hot and dry climates to the comforts of your home. Growing up to 2 feet in Iength and weighing only 7 pounds on
average, sand cats are well equipped for extreme desert weather: thick, medium-length fur insulates them against the nighttime cold. Foot pads are covered with long hair to protect them from hot earth. Pictured: The Thinkstock Paedo Cyprus Carp, discovered in 2006, is the fish's smallest vertebrate in the world. a member of the carpIt
was found living on the Indonesian island of Sumatra in a dark, ultra-acidic sea. It measures 0.3 inches long and, due to its translucent skin, looks more like a larva than a fish. Photo: Maurice Cotteratt Fenech Fox The world's smallest fox, but the fennec fox is hard to overlook with its sweet heart-shaped face and huge ears. But the show
doesn't just have 6-inch-tall ears. They help foxes drain body heat and keep cool during sun-rough days in its native North Africa. For measurements up to 16 inches (7 to 12 inches) without tails, fennec foxes typically weigh more than 3 pounds. They are covered with long, thick fur, which works as a defense against extreme desert
environments. This same cream fur will be a prize for hunters, as well as a favorite of the captive pet trade. Pictured: Thinkstock Baby Doll South Down Sheep Baby Doll South Down Sheep originally came from Sussex County, England's South Down region, which was supported for their excellent meat and their excellent ability to survive
harsh conditions. He is 18 to 24 inches tall and was imported to the United States in the early 1800s. Years of mixed breeding followed, and the original strain of South Down was almost wiped out. However, in the late 1980s, interest in the original breed resurfaced, resulting in a registration line of descendants of the original baby dolls.
These were renamed the Old English Baby Doll South Downs to distinguish them from larger modern breeds. Small, serene in nature and decorated with one of the highest quality wool of any breed, baby dolls have now become popular pets throughout america. Photo: Thinkstock This content is created and managed by third parties and
imported to this page so that users can provide their email address. If you can't get enough photos and videos of cute animals, you might be able to find more about this similar content on piano.io Great News - research reveals that it can actually make you more productive! wait, what? yes, you read that right. Research suggests that
spending time looking at pictures of fluffy animals can actually make us more productive. MORE: This puppy has braces, and researchers at Hiroshima University showed people a series of photos before asking them to complete something resembling a board game operation in which they had to drop various body parts into a hole
without touching the edge. Some participants were shown pictures of tasty snacks, others of adult animals, and a third group were shown images of baby animals. In contrast to what people expected, a group of participants who consistently outperformed their peers were the ones who saw pictures of cute and cute baby animals!For
science writer Simon Watt, human babies are so underdeveloped at birth compared to other species that humans are programmed in this way. Human babies are too early to be independent, so we have evolved as a species to make raising them one of our priorities, he explains on the BBC. Caring for a baby requires not only kindness,
but also vigilance against possible threats, simon adds. So when our maternal and paternal sides are stimulated to see cute pictures, our nurturing instincts begin and the performance of perception and exercise tasks improves. So, the next time you get taken notice of pictures and videos of cute baby animals online, you can tell your boss
it's actually proven to improve performance! Let's see if it works. Details: See more of the puppy's adorable reaction to his hiccups: meet the adorable micro pig in the pig! image: Getty This content is created and managed by third parties and imported to this page so that users can provide their email addresses. For more information
about this content and similar content, see piano.io
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